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JAR .Q: Rails code versioning in source code control I have a website built in Rails (CodeIgniter) that I'd like to version control

using source control software. The application is currently in the process of being migrated to a different platform, but the
application has code changes as we refactor, etc. I'd like to have the source control system track those changes and record them in
the repository. How would I go about doing this? It seems like a reasonable thing to do but the documentation I've found is kind

of fuzzy. A: For instance, with Git: $ git init $ git add. $ git commit -a You can then add all files or just one file (or several): $ git
add js/*.css $ git add public/* Or, add an existing file (with or without a path) $ git add public/application.js You can make

changes to an existing file: $ vim public/application.js or add a new file: $ vim app/js/application.js I suggest using a good text
editor, and the man page is useful to learn some basics: A: If you're using Subversion, it is pretty easy to do with the svn:ignore

property. You set a file pattern on the file/directory/project level. It's very easy to find examples of how to do it, Google for
"svn:ignore file patterns" or "Subversion ignore file patterns" and you can find tons of examples of how to do it. Edit: A better

way to do it is with the svn:ignore properties. I've added the example from Google: To ignore all files except .svn, use the
following: * !*.{svn,tmp,cache} !dir1 !dir2 To ignore all files, but include .svn, use: *.svn *.tmp *.cache To ignore all files,

except for directories that start with.svn, use: !(^|
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